“representative application procedure”

20 April 2012), “[b]uilding upon the pilot judgment procedure,

respondent State, such determination being applicable to the whole group” (paragraph 20.d))
(henceforth described as a “representative application procedure”). At the Mini
of 23 May 2012, the Committee of Ministers instructed the CDDH “to submit, by 15 October
2013, its conclusions and possible proposals for action to follow up” paragraph 20.d) of the
DDH’s response to this instruction.
no further indication of what might be meant by a ‘representative application procedure’.
First, the wording of paragraph 20.d) states that it must ‘build upon the pilot judgment
procedure’. There are in fact several possible variants of the “pilot judgment procedure”,

“The Court will identify one or more applications which it will examine as a priority

being… [F]or the time being the Court’s Registry will not inform individual

appropriate intervals.”

C(2012)007, “European Court
Hungarian pension cases”.

purposes of this report, be called ‘similar’ applications, i.e. applications that allege the same

would require “building upon the pilot judgment procedure”, a representative application
ction in response to ‘similar’ applications, there is a link to the issue of subsidiarity,

Court’s current range of relevant procedural res
procedure, is sufficient to address the current problem of ‘similar’ applications; and second,
whether there might be scope to instigate a distinctive, significant development in the Court’s
whether the Court’s response to the Hungarian pension cases may already constitute such a

capable of responding to ‘similar’ applications. This section will describe these tools,

Grudić

The Court’s Registrar has recently written to the Italian Government Agent with a list
friendly settlements on the basis of the Court’s awards

had gone unenforced for three years or less, the award was €1500; where more than three
years, €3000.

–

ordinating the applicants’

further means of addressing situations that may give rise to ‘similar’ (as well as

–

–

In the Registry’s experience, where there is no prosp
productive to let ‘similar’ applications constantly accumulate

The Court does not seem yet to have been confronted with any situation of ‘similar’

sheer scale of the problem; the Court’s case

Ukrainian situation described above shows the Court’s ability to res

development since the Registrar’s press release in early 2012. It is understood that the
Court’s published policy. At the time of writing, there have been no further developments to
THE ADVISABILITY OF A ‘REPRESENTATIVE APPLICATION PROCEDURE’
Is there any need for a representative application procedure in addition to the Court’s
existing procedural tools and their variants? As noted, very numerous ‘similar’ applications
responses: ‘similar’ applications can be dealt with in various ways within the current

34 of the Convention allows applications from a “group of individuals claiming to be
the victim of a violation”; in the case of
not to register all ‘similar’
pilot judgment, the Court stated that it would “
”.

challenges facing the Court arising from ‘similar’ applications.

individuals to whom the Court’s determination of the representative application should

time; under the Court’s priority policy, a similar application not taken as a “lead” case

subsequently devotes to other cases. As noted above, however, once a “lead” case has

added value to designing and introducing a ‘representative application procedure’ in the

MODALITIES OF A ‘REPRESENTATIVE APPLICATION PROCEDURE’
The CDDH’s terms of reference require it to consider the possible modalities of a

It should ‘build upon’ the pilot judgment procedure (see para. 3 above).
ld apply where there is a group of ‘similar applications’ (see para. 5 above).
The Court’s determination of those applications would be applicable to
As noted in paragraph 5 above, any ‘representative application procedure’ for dealing
with ‘similar’ applications should be something new and different not only to the pilot

The Court’s position on this is that once a lead case has identified the problem underlying the group of

The CDDH is thus unable to identify modalities for a ‘representative application
procedure’ that would satisfy the outline given in the Brighton Declaration and show distinct

‘representative application procedure’ but that it is in fact difficult to see what specific

“
time would lead to a “
judgment” awarding compensation to the applicant.” See the Preliminary Opinion of the Court in preparation for

